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ABSTRACT 
An intimate connection between two mathematical concepts-the theory of 
solitons on the one hand, and the theory of commuting non-selfadjoint operators on 
the other hand-is established. The link is provided by the Marcher&o method for 
solving nonlinear partial differential equations in general and the Korteweg-de Vries 
equation in particular. The solution of this equation is cast in a special form in terms 
of solitonic combinations such that the role played by a pair of commuting non-self- 
adjoint operators is evident and lends itself to generalization. Solitonic combinations 
are closely related to collective motions of spatiotemporal systems, whose theory is 
reviewed here and extended to the physical space of four dimensions (one time and 
three space). A novel interpretation of the physical concept of quasiparticle is 
presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we establish an intimate connection between two mathemat- 
ical entities: The theory of solitons [l] on the one hand and the theory of 
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commuting non self-adjoint operators [2] on the other hand. In so doing we 
hope also to relate the corresponding physical concepts. While the physical 
concept related to the mathematical theory of solitons is rather familiar (in 
fact, solitons were first introduced by physicists [3]), this is not the case with 
the theory of commuting non-self-adjoint operators. However, as has been 
shown by one of the authors [4], the theory of commuting non-self-adjoint 
operators is deeply connected to the physical ideas about collective motions 
of spatiotemporal systems and apparently also to the concept of quasiparticles 
familiar in condensed matter physics. 
The link between solitons and commuting non-self-adjoint operators can 
be illustrated with the help of the Marchenko method [5] for solving 
nonlinear partial differential equations in general and the Korteweg-de Vries 
equation [6] in particular. This subject will be explained below. We will cast 
the general solution of the Korteweg-de Vries equation in a certain form 
such that the role played by a pair of commuting non-self-adjoint operators is 
evident and lends itself to generalization. As an illuminating example it will 
be shown that the solitonic solution of the Korteweg-de Vries equation is a 
special case of this more general approach. 
In Section I we develop our new point of view, and show that the solution 
of the Korteweg-de Vries equation discussed below is a special case of the 
concept of solitonic combinations. We define and study solitonic combina- 
tions in general, and relate them to the theory of non-self-adjoint operators in 
Hilbert space. The wave equations generated by solitonic combinations are 
then analyzed, and the corresponding dispersion laws are defined in terms of 
discriminant polynomials. The general theory is aided by examples from 
mathematical physics. We also derive the Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko [7] 
equation of the inverse scattering problem. 
In Section II we discuss the collective motions of open systems in one 
spatial dimension, and relate it to the concept of solitonic combinations 
discussed in Section I. In particular, the spatiotemporal structure of collective 
motion is analyzed in terms of the corresponding partial wave equations. 
Section III is devoted to a generalization of the concept of collective 
motions to three spatial dimensions. In this section we also relate the concept 
of collective motion to that of a physical quasiparticle, extended in space. In 
some cases the spatial behavior of a quasiparticle can be computed. Some 
examples are given in graphical illustrations. In this section we also show how 
to study collective motion of open systems describing quasiparticles with 
spin. As an example, the collective motion associated with the Dirac equation 
is discussed. 
We now conclude the introductory section with a brief review of the 
central point of this article. 
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The Marchenko Method and the Theory of Commuting 
Non-Self-Adjoint Operators 
In his recent book [5] Marchenko proposed a new method for solving 
nonlinear partial differential equations. To explain the idea behind his 
method let us consider the Korteweg-de Vries equation 
Now if we define v = -2u,, and u(x, t) is a solution of the equation 
U, + 6~; + uxrx = 0, (II) 
then v(x, t) is a solution of Equation (I). It is possible to check by formal 
algebraic calculations that if I( X, t ) is a solution of the system of linear 
differential equations 
r, + 4rz,, = 6, 
(III) 
(where a is a constant), then u = I-‘I’, satisfies Equation (II). The general 
solution of Equation (III) is a sum of exponentials 
r = exp(ax - 4a3t) +exp( -ax +4a3t) m (IV) 
where a 5 0 and m is a constant. 
In order to obtain a much larger class of solutions we consider Equations 
(I)-(IV) as operator equations in a given Hilbert space H, wherein a and m 
are now linear operators. Then all formal manipulations remain the same, and 
& = r- ‘r, is an operator satisfying Equation (II). However, eventually we 
are interested in scalar solutions to Equation (I). Such solutions can be 
obtained from 2 provided zi(x, t)lHo= const, where H, is a subspace of H 
such that codim( H,) = 1. Indeed, if Pa is a projector on H, and Pi = Z - PO, 
then the scalar function U(T, t) = P$2;Pd with values in the one dimensional 
space H,’ = P,‘H satisfies Equation (II). Hence we obtain a scalar solution to 
Equation (II) which is different from the one corresponding to a scalar 
function r in Equation (III). In fact, the dimension of H is the number of 
solitons appearing in the original Korteweg-de Vries equation. 
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It can be checked that the condition &(x, t)jH, = const is equivalent to 
the following condition: 
ma+am=CPd, (v) 
where C is an arbitrary given operator. Since a is given, (V) is an operator 
equation for m. We propose here a solution to Equation (V), but first we 
must elaborate somewhat on the condition a > 0 appearing after Equation 
(IV), since now a is an operator. For later purposes we rewrite I in a slightly 
different notation as 
r = exp[ -i(xB + tA)] +exp[i(xB + tA)] M, 
namely B = ia, A = 4B3 = -4ia3, and M = m. 
Let us assume for simplicity that H is finite dimensional. In the simplest 
one soliton solution [namely dim(H) = 11, a = -iB is a positive number; 
hence eixB = eeax, which tends to zero as x -+ 00. It is then natural to require 
in the general case that the spectrum of B be located in the upper half plane. 
This is equivalent to the condition 
lim eixB = 0. 
X+02 
(VI) 
If the condition (VI) is satisfied, then a solution to Equation (V), 
MB+BM=CP,, 
is given by the following expression: 
M = -i~me”R(CPa’)ei’Bdx; (VII) 
Indeed, one has 
ma 
MB+BM= - J [ oze iX*CP&y dx = CP,,. 
As an example of this new method for obtaining N soliton solutions to the 
Korteweg-de Vries equation let us take B = diag(p,, ps,. . . , pN) (pcLi f pk, 
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Im pLk > 0), A = 4B3, and CPa’ is the projector on the one dimensional 
subspace H,’ = H 8 Ho spanned by the vector q. In the notation such that q is 
a column vector (with components qi, qz,. . . , qN) and q* is its Hermitian 
conjugate we take 
CP,l = iqq* = i { cyjqk* } 
The matrix M = ( Mjk} can easily be calculated from Equation (VII), namely 
From the formulae U(T, t) = P,,‘&Pi and li = F-‘l?, we then conclude that 
the corresponding solution of the Korteweg-de Vries equation is 
v(x, t) = - ;q*(l+ TM) -‘Tq, 
where T is the diagonal matrix with elements Tkk = exp[2i(xpL, +&pt)]. (It 
is interesting to note that this soliton is obtained without using the Gelfand- 
Levitan-Marchenko inverse scattering equation.) 
As an example we will demonstrate how the Bargman [8] two soliton 
solution of the Korteweg-de Vries equation is obtained by our algorithm. It is 
useful to write pk = ipk (Pk > 0, and without loss of generality we assume 
p1 > pa). Further, we define f(p) = exp( - 2/3x +8p3t). Then, after some 
tedious but straightforward manipulations, it is possible to show that the 
matrix element q*(l + TM)-lTq can be written as a logarithmic derivative of 
The logarithmic derivative of the above expression [which is a solution of 
Equation (II)] tends to zero as x + cc. We will now confront it with the 
corresponding Bargman two soliton solution of the Korteweg-de Vries equa- 
tion, which can be read from Equation (1) of the book of Lamb [9]. Since we 
are interested in a solution to Equation (II) instead of a solution to Eq. (I), we 
integrate the Bargman solution and require that it tend to zero as x --) cc. 
This gives a constant of integration equal to -(p + 9). It is then possible to 
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show that the Bargman solution to Equation (II) with the required boundary 
condition at infinity is the logarithmic derivative of 
The above two expressions become identical if we use our freedom in 
choosing the vector q in the former expression. We take 
14112 14212 PI+ P2 
-= -= 
w, v32 PrP2’ 
and with the identification pr = p, pz = q the two expressions now become 
identical. 
We now ask whether the projector CP,I can be chosen in such a way that 
it is related to the operators A or B themselves. As we shall show later, an 
appropriate choice would be the operator 
ImB=(2i)-l(B-B*), 
which we will refer to as the imaginary part of B. To show that in the case 
B=diag(~i,~s,..., pN) (pj + pk, Irnpk > 0) there exists a scalar product in 
H such that Im B is one dimensional (as required of the operator CP,I), we 
can map the space H of vectors h (with components h,, h,, . . . , h,) onto the 
space l? of functions K(X) = Ch,exp(ixp,). Then the operator B transforms 
into 2 such that 
The scalar product (&,, h,) in I? is now defined as usual for functions 
belonging to L,(O, co). It is easy to show that in this scalar product one has 
(2(Im B) K1, k2) = &l(0)kz(O). 
Representing h(O) in the form K(O) = (h, g,)g,, we obtain 
2(ImB)&= (h,&)&. 
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Returning now to the original space H and introducing a norm in H (which 
is numerically identical to the norm of & in I?), namely 
we obtain 
2(Im B) h = (h, go&h, 
which means that the self-adjoint operator Im( B) = (1/2i)( B - B*) maps the 
space H onto a one dimensional subspace, namely dim(rangeIm R) = 1. Then 
the range of Im4B3 must be three dimensional. Thus, there exists a scalar 
product in H (3 < dim H < CO) such that the ranks of the imaginary parts of 
the operators A and B are equal to 3 and 1 respectively. 
All the above discussion has started from the Korteweg-de Vries equa- 
tion. The main part of our paper will not be attached to a single nonlinear 
partial differential equation, but will be based on a. generalization of the 
above procedure to the case in which A and B consist of an arbitrary pair of 
commuting non-self-adjoint operators with given finite ranks of their imagi- 
nary parts. The central concept in the present paper is a quantity referred to 
as a solitonic combination, which is the logarithmic derivative r-‘I’, of a 
sum I of two mutually reciprocal operators, 
where 
In the following we explain that the operators T and T* (which remind us 
the physical waves with non-self-adjoint coefficients of x and t ) can be 
considered as collective motions of open systems. In the above expression for 
I, n and m are constant linear operators. It will be shown that collective 
motions generate some systems of linear wave equations. (Actually, any given 
wave equation is generated by a collective motion). Moreover, if a wave 
equation is given, then all corresponding collective motions and solitonic 
combinations can be identified and classified. 
The mathematical theory of commuting non-self-adjoint operators is re- 
lated to the physical theory of wave dispersion. Due to the duality of particles 
and waves in quantum mechanics, it will then be appealing to regard a 
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quantum mechanical particle (or better quasiparticle) as a collective motion. 
Notice however that the operators A and B are not self-adjoint, so that the 
pertinent physical systems are open in the sense that they interact with the 
environment. The theory of collective motions of spatiotemporal open sys- 
tems developed by one of the authors further elaborates on that point. 
As assumed in this study, quasiparticles appear as output manifestations 
of internal states. Besides the internal and output states, an open system may 
contain an input state satisfying the above mentioned wave equation. Quasi- 
particles in this case are represented by the combined field, consisting of the 
“reaching” wave at the input and of all the output manifestations provoked 
by this wave. It should be reemphasized that in the present approach (where 
quasiparticles are collective states) the quasiparticles themselves have a finite 
extent in space (albeit it can be very short). The spatiotemporal structure of 
particles can be found with the help of commuting non-self-adjoint operators 
A, B such that Im B > 0. The corresponding system of linear partial differen- 
tial equations for the input wave is defined by the imaginary parts of the 
operators A, B, and AB*. 
I. SOLITONIC COMBINATIONS 
We have already seen that the simplest solution of the Korteweg-de Vries 
equation 
0, - 600, + u,.,, = 0 (1.1) 
is a soliton of the form v = (l?‘r,),, where 
r=exp(ax-4a3t)+nexp[ -(ax-44a3t)], (1.2) 
or, with /3 = ia, a = 4p3, 
lY=exp[i(ta*+xp*)]+nexp[i(tcu+xfi)], 
where (Y and fi are pure imaginary and Imp > 0. Generalizing this expres- 
sion, we introduce an operator valued function l?‘lY,, where 
l?=exp[i(tA*+xB*)]+nexp[i(tA+xB)] 0.3) 
and (A, B) is a pair of commuting bounded operators in a Hilbert space N 
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(finite or infinite dimensional), that is, AB = BA. In the self-adjoint case 
A = A*, B = B*, the expression r -‘I? is equal to the constant operator iB x 
and the solution of the Korteweg-de Vries equation is the trivial one. Thus in 
all nontrivial cases the operators A and B must be rum-selfadjoint (that is, 
A - A* # 0, B - B* # 0), which means that the commuting non-self-adjoint 
operators must play the fundamental role in the theory of solitons. We will 
now assume that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) The “imaginary part” Im B = (2i)-‘( B - B*) is a nonnegative opera- 
tor. 
(2) The vector function eiXBh + 0 for x + co for an arbitrary h E H in 
the sense that 
lim (e ixBh, eixBh> = 0, 
X-+M 0.4) 
where parentheses denote the scalar product in H. 
(3) The differences A - A* and B - B* map the space H onto finite 
dimensional subspaces: G(A) = (A - A*)H, G(B) = (B - B*)H. The finite 
dimensional subspaces G(A) and G(B) are called the non-Hennitian sub- 
spaces of the operators A and B respectively. 
The operator function S(r, t ) = T- ‘I’, is said to be a so&tonic combinu- 
tion if the pair (A, B) of commuting operators satisfies conditions (l)-(3), 
r is defined by (1.3), and n is a bounded operator in H. As Im A and 
Im B are self-adjoint then (Im A)G(A) = G(A), (Im B)G( B) = G(B) and 
(Im A)[ He G( A)] = 0, (Im B)[ H8 G(B)] = (Im B)GI( B) = 0. Hence B and 
B* coincide on G’(B), and from (1.3) it follows that r, = iTB on G’(B). 
Hence 
and 
;s(*,t) =o. w> 
C’(B) 
(1.5) 
Thus, the derivative a/ax “cuts” the solitonic combination on the Hermitian 
subspace GL(B) of the operator B. This observation leads to the following 
definition: The operator function 
A(x, t) = PB;S(x, t> 
C(B)’ 
(1.7) 
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where P, is the orthoprojector onto G(B), is called the apex of S(X, t). The 
apex of a solitonic combination acts inside the non-Hermitian subspace G(B). 
We denote 
then 
T(r, t) = exp[i(tA + B)] ; 
and 
[T*]-‘=exp[i(tA*+xB*)] 
r= [T*] -l-t nT. 
In fact, we will consider also more general solitonic combination S(x, t) = 
r-‘l,, where 
r’(x,t) = [T*(u)] -‘+ nT(x,t)m (1.8) 
and m is another bounded operator such that a condition of the type (1.5) 
0.9) 
will be fulfilled. Computing the derivative of I yields 
rx=i[(T*)-‘B*+nTBm] =iI’B*+inT(Bm-mB*). 
Hence 
r-lE 
dr 
=iB&+- ir-‘nT(Bm - mB)l,~~,,. (1.10) 
CL(B) 
Thus, in order to satisfy Equation (1.9) we have to find m such that 
(Bm - mB*)(GIcBj = 0, (1.11) 
or equivalently 
Bm - mB* = p( B - B*), (1.12) 
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where p is a linear operator. An operator m defined by the formula 
m = [mei5Bp(21m B)e-“@* d[ 
Jo 
(1.13) 
satisfies the condition (1.12) provided the integral (1.13) converges to a 
bounded operator [in case dim H < co, it is always true]. To prove the above 
statement we use 
Bm-ml?*= -Lw$[eir”p(B-B*)eeitB*]d(=p(B-B*). 
If p = Z and m = Z we return to the previous case (1.3). 
If the inverse operator r-‘(x, t) exists for all X, t ( - cc < X, t < w), then 
the corresponding solitonic combination is said to be regular. 
REMARK. If in the definition of I in Equation (1.8) we have n > 0 
and m = I, then .5(x, t) is regular. Indeed, we have I? = (T*))’ + nT = 
(T*)-‘(Z + T*nT). The operator I + T*nT > I, so it is invertible. Therefore 
the inverse of I’, namely rP1 = (I + T*nT)-IT*, exists. In the case dim H = 2 
we can give sufficient conditions on the operator p to guarantee the regular- 
ity of the solitonic combination. 
A Special Case 
Assume that there exists a unitary operator U such that 
UAW’ = -A*, UBU-‘= -B* (1.14) 
(the spectra of A and B are symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis in 
this case). Then UA*U-‘= -A, UB*U-I= -B and U(A - A*)U-‘= 
A - A*, U( B - B*)V’ = B - B*, and hence 
[T*(x, t)] -I= UT( -ix, -t)U-ml (1.15) 
and 
/ 
m 
m= eiXBp(21m B)Ue irBUpl& = m,Up 1, 
0 
(1.16) 
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Hence I? = UI,U- ‘, where 
&=T( -x, -t)+ Q(o)m,, Tll= U-h. (1.17) 
Thus, the solitonic combination S( x, t ) = US,( x, t )U ’ is unitarily equivalent 
to the solitonic combination 
S,(r,t) = r;lZ, (1.18) 
where Ir is defined by Equation (1.17). It is easy to check that m, satisfies 
the condition 
(Bm, + m,B)oI = 0, (1.19) 
which is the Marchenko condition on the subspace G’-(B). If pr = U then 
s 00 ml= e”“sU(2ImB)e’“sdx = 0 [, mei’R(21mB)e-i’“*dx U= U 0 1 
and 
r, = T( -x, -t) + n,T(x, t)U. (1.20) 
Wave Equations Generated by Solitons 
It is evident that the vector function f(r, t ) = T( r, t )h satisfies the 
following equations: 
(1.21a) 
(1.21b) 
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Let us introduce the non-Hermitian subspace G = G(A) + G(B) of the pair 
(A, B) and two self-adjoint operators in this finite dimensional subspace G: 
e(A) = -i( A - A*&, u(B) = -i(B - B*)(c. (1.22) 
It is evident that 
21m A = -i( A - A*) = u( A)P, 2ImB= -i(B-B*)=o(B)P, 
(1.23) 
where P is the orthoprojector onto G. It is easy to see that 
+&f-J, =-(u(A)u, u), (1.24) 
(1.25) 
where v(x, t) = P’(x, t) is the so-called output state. Indeed, straightforward 
calculation gives 
= [i(~-A*)f,f] = -pb(~)~f,f] = +(A)~,~]. 
One can interpret the equalities (1.24) and (1.25) as continuity equations 
(energy or particle number balance laws) with respect to both time and 
space. That is, 
where llf11’ = (f, f). If x2 + cc, then from (1.27) and (1.4) it follows that 
(1.28) 
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We can conclude that Equation (1.21a) describes internal states f(r, t) of 
a continuum of open systems, interacting with the environment and dis- 
tributed along the x axis in such a way that at each instant they form one big 
spatial system, defined by Equation (1.21b). Such motions are said to be 
collective motions of open systems. 
Analogously, the vector function {(r, t ) = [ T*( x, t )] - ‘h corresponds to 
collective motions of the form 
(1.29) 
In this case a(A*) = -a( A) and a(B*) = -a(B) < 0. Thus a solitonic 
combination is the logarithmic derivative r-‘r, of a sum of two mutually 
reciprocal collective motions Tand (P-l. If the state f(x, t) E CL = HeG 
at the point (x, t), then v = Pf(x, t) = 0, and in these cases the equalities 
(1.24) and (1.25) imply 
which means that there is no immediate interaction between states belonging 
to CL and the environment: The interaction is implemented through the 
non-Hermitian “ window space” G. 
In the theory of commuting non-self-adjoint operators an important role is 
played also by 2Im( AB*) and 2Im(B*A). From the obvious relations 
AB* - BA* = (A - A*)B* - (B - B*)A*, 
(1.30) 
B*A - A*B = (A - A*)B - (B - B*)A 
we conclude that G 2 range[Im(AB*)] and G 2 range[Im(B*A)]. Hence, it 
is possible to define two self-adjoint operators acting in G: 
u( AB*) = -i( AB* - BA*)I,, u(B*A) = -i(B*A - A*B)I,, (1.31) 
and it is evident that 
2Im( AB*) = u( AB*)P, 2Im(B*A) = u(B*A)P. (1.32) 
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The projections V(x, t) = PT(x, t) and P(x, t) = P[T*(r, t)]-’ ofthe collec- 
tive motions onto the window space G are solutions of the following systems 
of partial diffmential equations: 
I b(B):-O(A):+io(R*A) V=O, 1 
u(R);-u(A)&+iu(AB*) Q=O. 1 
(1.33) 
(1.34) 
indeed, from (1.23) and (1.32) we have 
o(R)&-u(A)& V=i[o(B)PA-a(A)PB]T 1 
= [(B-B*)PA-(A-A*)PB]T 
= [(B - B*)A - (A - A*)] BT = -@*A - A*B)T 
= - ia( B*A)V. 
The third equality results from replacing P by P + PL = 1, where P’ is the 
orthoprojector on G* = H8G, and noticing that (B - B*)Pl = 0 and 
(A - A*)P’ = 0. Thus every so&tonic combination generates at its window 
space two matrix wave equations (1.33) and (1.34). 
The following important identity can be proved [2]: 
det[hu(B)-pu(A)+u(B*A)] =det[hu(B)-~u(A)+u(AB*)]. 
(1.35) 
Hence, both functions V and q are solutions of the same scalar wave 
equation 
i 
a a 
D -iz, -iz u=O, 
1 
where 
D(X,p)=det[Xu(B)-pa(A)+a(AB*)] 
(1.36) 
(1.37) 
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is the so-called discriminant polynomial of the commuting pair (A, B). It is 
obvious that the relation D( h, p) = 0 is the dispersion law for plane waves 
u(x, t) = UOei(th+xP) satisfying one of the matrix wave equations (1.33), 
(1.34). 
It can be shown that the denominator T(x, t) and the numerator IJx, t) 
of the soliton S( x, t ) = T - ‘r, are solutions of the linear wave equation (1.36). 
To prove this assertion we use Equation (1.36) in the case u = Pei(tA-txB)h = 
V(X, t), namely D( -is/at, -i a/ar)Pe i(tA+xB)h = 0, which is equivalent to 
PD(A, B)ei(‘A+XB)h = 0. U sing the commutativity we obtain Pei(‘A+“B)hr = 
0, where h, = D(A, B)h. From (1.25) we conclude that 
( eirBhl, eixBhl) = const. 
The condition (1.4) implies that eiXBhl -+ 0 as x + co. Hence (eiXBhr, ei”Bh,) 
= 0. Thus h, = D(A, B)h = 0, and we obtain the following equality: 
D(A, B) =0 (1.38) 
and hence 
D T= D(A, B)T=O. (1.39) 
As all u matrices are self-adjoint, all coefficients of D(X, p) are real. Hence, 
also D(A*, BY) = 0, which implies 
D 
Then also for I = (T*)-’ + nTm 
D 
(1.40) 
(1.41) 
On the way we obtained the equality D( A, B) = 0, which is a generalization 
of the classical Cayley-Hamilton theorem: A pair of commuting operators 
(A, B) satisfying the conditions (l)-(3) annihilate their discriminant polyno- 
mial. 
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Thus every solitonic combination has its dispersion law, which is by 
definition the dispersion law of the pair of mutually reciprocal collective 
motions 7’ and (T*)-‘, which produce this solitonic combination. Naturally 
the following inverse problem arises: find all solitonic combinations with a 
given dispersion law D(A, CL) = 0, or equivalently, find and classify all soli- 
tonic combinations with a given scalar wave equation. Another important 
problem is to find all solitonic combinations with a given matrix wave 
equation 
i 
a a 
a,--uol--+iiy u=o 
at ax i 
(1.42) 
such that ui = ai*, us > 0, y = y*, i.e. find all pairs (A, B) such that u(A) = 
ur, u(B) = us, u(B*A) = y. This problem has been investigated [Z] and 
completely solved in the case us > 0 and in some special cases also for us > 0 
(these include all the important classical wave equations). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider a solitonic combination corresponding to 
the following pair of commuting 2 X 2 matrices: 
where c > 0, a > 0, pLo = y0 + i& (6” > 0, YO real). Then 
2ImA=2S,c/: _!I, 2ImB=26, o (’ y), 
2Im( AB*) = 2Im( B*A) = -i( Apt - A*pa) = 2&a 
In this case G(A) = G(B) = H (H= C,) and 
u(AB*) = @*A) = 28,~ 
The matrix wave equation is 
(1.44) 
[(A !I))-&(:, _y);+kz(y ;j]U=o. (1.45) 
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The corresponding dispersion law is 
and the scalar partial differential equation is 
i 
a2 a2 
- - c2s + a2 
at2 i 
u = 0. 
(1.46) 
(1.47) 
(In the case of the Klein-Gordon equation a = mc2/h.) 
If G’(B)=O, then m is an arbitrary 2X2 matrix, l?=(T*)-‘+nTm, 
P, = 1. (In this case then, the apex coincides with the derivative a/ax of the 
solitonic combination.) The eigenvalues of A are A, 2 = + ( a2 + c~&)‘/~, and 
theeigenvaluesof Bare~,=~,=y,+i&If yo=‘Othen~1=~2=irSOand 
Xi,, = +(a2 - ~~802)~‘~. In case 6, > a/c, the eigenvalues X1,2 are also pure 
imaginary, which means that the solitonic combination consists of two real 
solitons, moving in opposite directions with the velocities 
lhll a2 l i 
l/2 
vl,,=*E=t c2-@ . 
Collective motions producing these solitonic combinations are 
T = ,-&,x,iAt 
> 
(T*) -l = e8,xeiA*t, (1.48) 
where A is given by (1.43) and 
In this case the conditions UAW1 = -A*, UBU-’ = -B* are fulfilled with 
EXAMPLE 2. One can construct infinitely many more complicated soli- 
tonic combinations, having the same matrix wave equations (1.45), in the 
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following way: 
A=,(; _°Kj-a(; :,j, B=(; ;jt (1.49) 
where X is a non-self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space H, such that 
Im K 2 0 and range[Im(K)] = G,(K) is a one dimensional subspace of H,. 
One can represent 21m K in the form 
Analogously to the first example we obtain 
0 
i -21mK ’ 
2ImB=c “F” 
! 
2I; K j> (151) 
21m(AB*)=21m(B*A)=~(21~k “,‘j. (1.52) 
Hence G(A) = G(B) = G is the set of vectors 
Then 
a(A)g = (21mA)g = cu 
4 -:,ii::$ 
u( AB*)g = u( B*A)g = aq,[ : ; 
Hence with respect to the basis 
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the u-matrices are 
o(A)=co,(; _;), o(B)=q,(; !j), o(B*A)=no,,(; A). 
(1.53) 
Thus, the matrix wave equation coincides also in these cases with Equation 
(1.45). 
The operator K (Kf = f^> can be represented (up to a unitary transforma- 
tion) in the following triangular form [2]: 
where tk (Im tk > 0) are the eigenvahies of K, pk = (21m {k)“2, and a(E) is a 
nondecreasing bounded function. In the solitonic case eiKr -+ 0 as x -+ 00, 
and then ~$6) must be a singular function. If the space H is finite dimen- 
sional, then L = 0 and N < co. If the whole spectrum of K is concentrated in 
a single real point (~a, then the triangular model of K reduces to 
(KfKc) = iff(d dll + aof (f ELz). (1.55) 
The canonical triangular model (1.54) can be realized by factorization of 
the characteristic function of K: 
where 
(1.56) 
w(S)=l-i([K-51]-‘fo,fo)u~. 
In the finite dimensional case 
(1.57) 
(NW). (1.58) 
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If spectrum(K) = (~a, where (Y,, is real, then 
L 
W(c) = exp i- 
i i l-al3 . 
(1.59) 
We have thus found a family of solitonic combinations depending on the 
operator K. But they do not form the whole family of solitonic combinations 
corresponding to the dispersion law of the Klein-Gordon equation, X2 - c2p2 
=a 2, because there are solitonic combinations for which 
a(AB*) # a(B*A). 
REMARK. It can be checked analogously that in the case 
dim[range(Im K)] = d (1~ d < a), the corresponding dispersion polynomial 
is 
and the related scalar wave equation is 
i 
a2 a2 d -- c2- + a2 
at2 ax2 i 
u = 0. 
REMARK. From the generalized Cayley-Hamilton theorem it follows that 
the operators A, B satisfy the equation 
A2 - C2B2 = a2Z. (1.60) 
Hence 
Let us introduce operators L = a-‘(A + cB), L-l = a-l(A - cB). Then the 
equations (1.53) imply 
a(L)=u-‘[a(A)+co(B)] =;oo(; ;), 
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which means that the imaginary parts of L and L-’ have one dimensional 
ranges. Let us also introduce the light cone variables 
Then we obtain 
T=e i(xB+fA) = ei(&+$, ‘) 
One can construct a solitonic combination 
where 
Then SC& q)bcLj = iL&,, is a constant on the subspace G’(L) 
[codimG’( L) = 11, and the solitonic apex is 
where PL is the projector on the (one dimensional) non-Hermitian subspace 
G(L). Hence, such an apex can be considered as a scalar function. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let us consider a solitonic combination corresponding to the 
following pair of 2 X 2 matrices: 
I and A=hB2 (“= -&). 
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It is easy to see that 
- i(B - B*)f= (f, g>g, 
Then 
(A-A*)f=b(B2-B*2)f=b[(~-~*)~+~*(~-~*)]f 
=ih[(f,B*g)g+(f,g)B*g]. 
Hence 
(B*A - A*B)f= (A - A*)Bf- (B - B*)Af= ib(f, B*g)B*g. 
Taking vectors g, = qg, g, = 9-‘g, where 9 is an arbitrary positive number, 
we obtain 
2(Im B*A) = 8 
l 
Hence with respect to the basis g1, g2 
The corresponding matrix wave equation is 
The physical dimensions of q2h/4rm must be the same as those of 
(h/4nm) a/ax namely, those of speed. We therefore write q2h/4n-m = c, 
where c is the speed of light. Multiplying by 47rmc/h, we obtain the 
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following wave equation: 
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In these calculations we have used only the formulae 2Im B = (. , g)g and 
A = Ba, independently of any special form of B. The space H may be an 
arbitrary N dimensional Hilbert space (finite or infinite dimensional). In 
those cases the operator B can be written in the triangular form (1.54). For 
all such operators we obtain the same wave equation. The corresponding 
dispersion law is 
which gives X = - ( h/4am)p2. The scalar wave equation is 
Thus, to the free Schrijdinger equation there correspond solitonic combina- 
tions I-‘I’,, where r = (T*)-’ + nTm, such that 
, 
where B is given by the formula (1.54). The corresponding apex is a scalar 
function in those cases [dimG(B) = 1, dimG( A) 7 2, independently of 
dimH=N]. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let us consider the following pair of 3 X 3 matrices: 
B= and A=bB3 (b real). 
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Then 
- i(B - B*)h = (h, g)g, g=(P1>P2d3)T3 
(A - A*)h = ib(B3 - B*3)h 
( AB* - BA*)h = (A - A*)B*h - (B - B*)A*h 
=ib[(h,Bg)B2g+(h,B2g)Bg]. 
Taking vectors g, Bg, and B2g as a basis, we obtain 
a(A)=b 0 1 0 (:  :). u(B)= (B i bj> 
We would have obtained the same matrices for all pairs of operators A, B 
with A = bB3 such that 21m B > 0 and dim[range(Im B)] = 1. The ranks of 
Im B and Im A are equal to 1 and 3 respectively for any dimension N of H. 
The dispersion polynomial is 
/ 
h 0 - bcl 
det 0 -bp b =b2(bp3-A). 
-bp b 0 
Hence, the dispersion law is X = bp’. The matrix wave equation is 
If we take the solitonic combination S,(x, t) = I’;‘rlx, I’l = T( -x, -t)+ 
T(x, t)m,, where m, is defined by Equation (1.16), then the apex a(x, t) = 
GYLL(~) satisfies the scalar Korteweg-de Vries equation (in this case 
b = 4). 
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REMARK. Analogously one can find solitonic combinations corresponding 
to an arbitrary given rational curve D(X, p) = 0, i.e. to a curve which has a 
parametric representation X = A,(r), p = R,(r), where R,, R, are rational 
functions. 
Let us consider the case of a smooth cubic. Such a curve cannot be 
rational, because its genus is one. The known Weierstrass normal form for a 
smooth cubic is 
77’ - 4(( - ei>(t - e,)(t - es) = 0, e, + e2 + ea = 0. (1.61) 
Assume that e,, ea, es are real and that e, > e2 > 0. This curve cannot be 
represented in the form 
det( Ear - nuz + y ) = 0 (u,=u:, a,=~;, y=y*) (1.62) 
with u2 > 0. Indeed, if ua > 0, then to each real n correspond real values of 5. 
This necessary condition is not fulfilled in the case of the curve (1.61) but 
there exists a simple transformation of this curve for which a representation 
of the form (1.62) does exist for which u2 > 0. Indeed, let us put 
A=<-‘, ZJ = ~7~5~~ (c = \2e,e,e,(-‘/2). (1.63) 
Then we obtain 
Q(A) - x+0, (1.64) 
where Q(h) =(A - X,)(X - X,)(X - hs), h, = e,’ (k = 1,2,3). Without loss 
of generality we can assume u2 = I. Then, from (h - X 1)( A - h 2)( h - As) - 
Xp2 = det(hZ - pul + v) it follows that det(XZ - a,) = X3 - X. Hence, 
spectrum( al) = (l,O, - 1). A complete set of nonequivalent representations 
can be written in the form [2] 
u1 = 
Y, = 
1 0 0 
ua= i 0 1 0 
0 0 1 
(1.65) 
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where (Y (hi < (Y < h,) is a parameter, si = X, + X, + A,, sg = A,X,A,, and 
,Z? = [&Q((Y)]“~. 
This family of representations is topologically equivalent to the loop 
(a, *(~-‘Q(a)“2), xi < (Y < X2, of the given curve Q(x) - ApL2 = 0 [(A, ZL) 
E C,]. Hence this family is topologically equivalent to a circle. We will now 
define the following pair of commuting non-self-adjoint operators: 
A, = a,@ K - y,Z, (1.66) 
where K is an operator such that Im K >, 0 and range(Im K) is one dimen- 
sional. In analogy with Examples 1,2 we obtain that a( A,) = ui, a(B) = u2, 
a(A,B*) = a(B*A,) = y,. Hence the pair of operators (A,, B) produces a 
family of solitonic combinations related to the dispersion law 
p2 = 
(A - h)O - X,>(X - M 
x 
The corresponding scalar wave equation is 
If dim H = N < cc then the triangular model (1.54) for K is 
Pk = (2Im lk)1’2, 
where S1, 12, la,. . . , are the eigenvalues of K: K qj = ljqj, j = 1,2,. . . , N. 
The corresponding eigenspaces of Z? are three dimensional, and the eigenval- 
ues X(f), h(f), X(3) of A, can be found from the equation Q(h) - Xp2 = 0, 
where ZJ = pi = S;. Hence the eigenyalues of (A,, B) do not depend on cx: 
They are defined uniquely by the spectrum of K. Thus the spectral structure 
of S(r, t) does not depend on CL We have come to an unexpected conclusion: 
In the case of smooth cubits there exist a continuum of nonequivalent 
solitonic combinations with the same joint spectrum of generators (A,, B). 
On the contrary, all the solitonic combinations with a given joint spectrum of 
(A, B) in the case of curve A2 - c2p2 = a2 are unitary equivalent. 
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REMARK. Let us consider a solitonic combination with finite dimensional 
space H (dim H = N < 00). Assume that there exists a basis of joint eigenvec- 
tors h,, h,,..., hN: Ah, = Xjhj, Bhj = p jhi. It is clear that 
m, = ei(hjt+P,x) 
I 
1 hj = eiPj(x-Cjt)h, 
I’ 
where cj = -X j/p . . A solitonic combination is said to be real if all the 
velocities cj are re ai . The family of all N dimensional solitonic combinations 
is much wider than the family of all real N solitonic combinations, and not 
only because of the numbers cj which may not be real: In the general case, 
commuting operators A, B do not always have N linearly independent 
common eigenvectors. In the case N = cc the situation can be even more 
complicated: It can happen that operators A, B have no eigenvectors [this is 
the case, for instance, for the operator K defined by Equation (1.55)]. In the 
case of the curve X2- c”p” = a2 solitonic combinations are real if the 
spectrum p1,p2,..., pFIN of B is on the imaginary axis and Ipi1 > a/c. For 
the cubits (1.64) also exists a region such that X/p is real and Im p> 0. 
A Generalized Fmm of the Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko Equation 
Let us consider again the derivative 
_& (eiXBh, eixB h) = -(2(Im B)eiXBh,eiXBh). (1.67) 
Then 21m B = PB&( B)P,, where o”(B) = 21m BIGCBj is a positive operator in 
the subspace G(B). Hence 
$(ei”Bh, eixB h) = -( 3( B)PBeixBh, PBeixBh) 
and 
/m(S(B)&(r), k(x)) dx = (h, h), 
0 
(1.68) 
(1.69) 
where 
A( X) = PBeiXBh (1.70) 
is a vector function with values in G(B). This function is said to be the G(B) 
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representation of the element h (h E H). Introducing the scalar product 
we obtain an isometric mapping fi( x) = Vh, defined by (1.70), on H onto a 
subspace fi of all vector functions h(x) satisfying the condition (fi, &) -C cc. 
The operator B in the G(B) representation has the form % = -i a&/ax. 
The operator (1.16) 
m, = juaeiLBpi(21m B)e’@dE 
from the solitonic combination S,(X, t), defined by Equations (1.17) (1.18) in 
the G(B) representation, has the form 
where M,(r) = PBe’“BplPBcF(B). 
Let us consider S,(x, t) = Ii-‘dI’,/ax, where 
I+, t) = T( -x, -t) + z-(x, b)m,, T(x, t) = exp[i(xB + tA)]. 
Then using the equality m,B + Bm, = ipi(2Im B), we obtain S,(r, t) = -8 
- [I + T(2x,2t)m,]-‘T(2x,2t)p,(2Im B). The apex is 
Hence we have to find the expression 
h = -[I + T(k2t)mJ -1~(2x,2t)p,4~)g, g E G(B)> 
in the G(B) representation, which is equivalent to 
fi(5)+JrnM1(~+9+2x,2t)~(g)drl+M1(5+2x,2t)~=0, 
0 
where M, = P,T(x, t )~ia^(B), which is a generalized form of the Gelfand- 
Levitan-Marchenko equation. 
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II. COLLECTIVE MOTIONS OF OPEN SYSTEMS 
As stated above, in the case of collective motions of open systems which 
satisfy the equations 
the interaction between systems is implemented through the window space 
G = GA + G,. It is convenient to introduce another space E, which is not 
necessarily a subspace of the space H and which will play the role of a 
window. We assume that dim E = dim G and that C: G + E is a linear 
mapping of G onto E. Assuming that a scalar product is defined in E, we can 
construct the adjoint mapping C * : E + G such that (Cf, U) = (f, C*u). 
Then from the relation 
:(A - A*) = Pa^(A)P, 
where P is the orthoprojector on G and a^( A) = 2 Im Al,, we conclude that 
+(A - A*) = PC*(C*) -‘$(A)C-‘CP = @*a(A)@, 
where @ = CP, a(A) = (C’)*a^(A)C’. It evident that @ = CP maps H 
onto E, @* = PC* = C* maps E onto G, and a(A) is a self-adjoint operator 
in E. Analogously we obtain that - i(B - I?*) = @*o(B)@. Thus we have 
come to the following: 
DEFINITION. Let H, E be Hilbert spaces (dim H) = N < CO, dim E = 
r < co); (A, B) be a pair of bounded operators in H; u(A), u(B) self-adjoint 
operators in E; and iD a linear mapping of H into E. A set X = 
(A, B; H, a’, E; u(A), u(B)) is said to be a co&g&ion if 
f (A - A*) = @*u(A)@, f(B - B*) = @*u(B)@. (2.1) 
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If Q(H) = E and Kera(A)nKero(B) = (O}, the colligation is said to be a 
strict colligation. The colligation is said to be commutative if AB = BA. It is 
obvious that arbitrary given pair (A, B) can be embedded in a strict 
colligation with E = G, @ = P, a(A) = 21m Al,, o(B) = 21m BJ,. The rela- 
tions (1.30) for commutative strict colligations imply 
- i( AB* - BA*) = @*a( AB*)@, - i(B*A - A*B) = @*u(B*A)@, 
(2.2) 
where a( AB*) = y and a( B*A) = 7 are self-adjoint operators in E. Assuming 
that there exist input and an output fields, we can write the following 
equations: 
(2.3) 
where the input u(x, t), and the output V(X, t) are vector fields with values 
in the space E, and f(x, t) is an internal state with values in H. 
The operators $i, +s map the space E into the window space G, and the 
operator + maps the internal space H onto E. Now we require that laws of 
energy (or particle number) balance hold: 
;(f, f) = (u(A)w u) - (++> o>> 
&(f, f) = (++, u> - (u(B)u, u)n 
Equation (2.4) implies 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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(++, u> - (++JJ) = - (+Mf)+#df)) 
- (4A)w df)) - b(A)+(f), ~1. 
Hence, using Equation (2.4) we obtain 
(+)+(f)~(f)) = (@*u(A)+(f), f) = - i((A - A*)f, f>> 
(h+>+(f)) = (+*++, f> = +h(~h f>, 
(u(A)+(f)> u) = - i(f> Lb>) = - i@,*(f)> d. 
Then 
- i( A - A*) = +*u( A)+, #1= -i$*u(A), 
and analogously we have 
- i(B - B*) = +*u(B)$J, I/+= - i+*u(B). 
Putting Q = i+, we obtain the colligation conditions (2.1). The corresponding 
equations of collective motions are: 
i i 
i;+B f(x,t>=~*u(B)[u(x,t)l, (2.7) 
.=,-i@(f). (2.8) 
Using the integrabilitv condition 8 2f/ax b’t = 8 “f/a tax, we obtain the 
following important result [2]: Assume that X = (A, B; H, @, E; a( A), u(B)) 
is a strict commutative colligation. Then the equations (2.6) (2.7) of collec- 
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tive motions are compatible if and only if u(x, t) satisfies the following 
matrix PDE: 
The corresponding output satisfies the equation 
o(B); = u(A): - ia(B*A)u. (2.10) 
(2.9) 
Assume that CJ( B) > 0. Then the PDE are of hyperbolic type, and the 
solutions are defined by the initial conditions u( x, 0) = U,,(X), v( x, 0) = Q(X). 
Let us consider the input us(x) = u&i(r). To find the corresponding 
output we use the formula 
(2.11) 
We will first find the internal state f(x) = fOeiXP and the output C( r ) = oOeixp, 
corresponding to the input C(x) = uOeixp. From Equations (2.7) and (2.8) we 
obtain 
fo = (B -pZ) -l@*a(B)uo, (2.12) 
21a= [I-io(B-~z)-‘@*o(B)]u,. (2.13) 
Hence to z+(x) = u$( x) there corresponds the output 
O”(X) = 6(x)u, - B-111) %fj&‘*a(B)u,. (2.14) 
Then, using the residue formula, we obtain 
where 
@e’“%*a( B), 
q(r)= o 
i, 
o<x<co, 
-cxl<x<o. 
(2.16) 
If u(x, t) is an arbitrary input wave, then u(x, t) = /‘z&x - y)u(y, t)dy 
390 
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D(T,t)=Jtm[S(X-y)-9(r-Y)l~(Y,t)rlY 
-CC 
=+,1)-f 9(x-y)u(y,t)dy. 
-00 
(2.17) 
We can understand the meaning of the last term 
J* 9(r-Y)4Y,+fY (2.18) 
--co 
as follows: Using Equation (2.7) for the special case u(x, t) = 0, we have 
where f= eixBfO, u = QeirBf,. Integrating, we obtain 
and we may conclude that the vector function 
o(x) = (Pei”“fo, o<x<ca, 
is the output manifestation of the state fa. We assume that u(x) (0 < x < co) 
represents a single quasiparticle if (fa, fa) = 1. The term 
9(x - y)u(y, t) = cPei(“-y)B@*a(B)u(y, t) (Y<X-Qo) 
which appears in Equation (2.18) corresponds to the initial state f, = 
@*a( B)u(y, t) at the point r = y. Hence the density of the number of 
quasiparticles which appear at the point x = y is 
The operator u(B)@@*u(B) acts in the space E. Hence 
k,j=l 
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There is a basis in E such that b,. = llki and the density of quasiparticles is 
equal to 
r 
IU(Y~t)12= C IUi(YYt)12, 
i=l 
which explains the meaning of the Born interpretation of the quantum 
mechanical wave function in those cases. Thus, if we interpret quasiparticles 
as collective states of open systems distributed in space, then quasiparticles 
appear in space as output manifestations o(x - y) (y < x < co) of internal 
states. They are actions at a distance, decaying with respect to space. If there 
exists also an input wave, propagating along the x axis, then it must satisfy a 
definite matrix wave equation. Quasiparticle in this case are represented by a 
combined field, consisting of the “ruling” wave u(x, t) at the input and of all 
the output manifestations provoked by these ruling waves. 
III. COLLECTIVE MOTIONS OF SYSTEMS DISTRIBUTED IN THREE 
DIMENSIONAL EUCLIDEAN SPACE 
We want to generalize the equations of collective motions 
(O<r<m), 
u(x, t) = u(x, (3.1) 
to three dimensional case (,r,, xi, xi) E 
6 = (<i, E2, 5s) (t,” t,” + = I) be an arbitrary unit vector. Then 
consider following collective motions in direction E: 
i i 
,;+A f(~,t)=cp*u(A)[u(y,t)], 
WY--1, 
(3.2), 
4YT t> = u(y, t) - i@f(y, t) 
392 
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Y = (7 E) = x&1+ x&2 + xi&. (3.3) 
Let us take an internal state of the form e’(*){(k) (fan H), where k = 
(k,, k,, k3) is the wave vector. To a given k there correspond two opposite 
directions 6 = +k/k (k = {m). Hence the operator - i a/a y can 
be defined on plane waves e’(&) in two different ways: 
- i-f?(ei(*)) = +ke’(*) 
Representing an arbitrary function f(x) (f E H) as the Fourier integral 
1 
f(x) = (2p)3 e’(*)f(k) dk / 
,. 
one can define two operators 
It is obvious that 
(J=gf= l -/(kf+ ki+ kt)e’(*){(k)dk= -Af, 
(W3 
where 
A=$+;+; 
1 2 3 
is the Laplacian operator. Taking the doubled space H@ H, we define the 
square root operator 9 of -A as follows: 
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Introducing functions f(cr,x, t), u((Y,x, t) (f E H, u E E; a = 1,2), we can 
write the following equations of collective motions in the three-dimensional 
space R,: 
f(x,t)=Q*a(A)[u(x,t)], (3.5) 
(-~++)f(x,t)=cp*a(B)[u(x,t)], (3.6) 
+X,x, t) = U((u,X, t) - i@‘f(a,x, t), 
f(r, t> E H@H, u(x, t) E E@E, 
(3.7) 
The compatibility conditions for Equations (3.5),(3.6) can be obtained from 
the corresponding compatibility conditions for Equations (3.2) and (3.3), 
U(R): - o(A): + iy U(X, t) = 6, 
i 
by substituting the operator iC@ for a/a y: 
o(R)-&-io(A)@O+iy u(x,t)=O. 
1 (3.9) 
Indeed, let us consider the equation 
J 
VI a4 = 0. (3.10) 
If u(B) > 0, then for each real ~1 there 
respect to u(B)] of eigenvectors Jj(p): 
(34 
exists an orthononnal basis [with 
[~j(p)u(R)-~u(A)+y]tjj(p)=O (j=l,Z,...,n). (3.11) 
Then the plane waves 
(3.12) 
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satisfy the consistency PDE for collective motions (3.5),(3.6). Hence the 
corresponding solutions of Equations (3.5) and (3.6) must coincide: 
Let 
1 
&x,6) = @@ / 
e’@%(o,k)dk 
be an arbitrary given initial condition for the PDE (3.9), and write 
B&k) = i cj(a,k)jj[( -l)“k]. 
j=l 
(3.14) 
Then the corresponding solution u((u,x, t) of Equation (3.9) is 
1 
U(W, t) = @+ / 
e’(%(cY,k, 1) dk, 
where 
u(a,k,t) = c cj(ol,k) eixj[(-l)"k!t$j[( - l)"k)]. 
j=l 
(3.15) 
The equality (3.13) implies that the corresponding internal state 
(3.16) 
satisfies both of Equations (3.5) and (3.6). 
The output 
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where 
SB(p)=z-icp(B-pz)-l~*u(B) (-co</~co) (3.18) 
is the characteristic function of B. If we introduce the Fourier transform 
1 
4 
SB(k) o 
() 
‘B( -k) 
e@)dk, (3.19) 
then the output is 
t) = = J 9qx - x’)[ u(x’, t)] dx’, (3.20) 
where the vector function u(x, t), the input, satisfies the wave equation 
o(B)i;+o(A)09-y u(x,t)=o. 
1 
(3.21) 
The ruling wave u(x’, t) provokes at each point x’ a quasiparticle 
9(x - x’) which has some extent in R 3. The quasiparticle appears in the 
whole space immediately at the same instant of time. The spatial structure of 
quasiparticles is given by the matrix function S(x). From the spatial part of 
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) we have 
(B-5qf(a,X)=~*u(B)[u(a,x)]. (3.22) 
We conclude that the structure matrix F(x) coincides with the output 
v = u - i@f in the case when the input is given by 
1 
4x) = +)I = (2T)3 I 
e’(*)dk, (3.23) 
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where Z is the identity matrix in the space E CB E. Let us now consider the 
input of the form 
b s dk u(l)(x) = (271)3 @W - k2 (b real). 
It is evident that 
Au(‘) = -M(x). (3.24) 
Let us introduce the following spherical coordinates in k space: 
k,= ksin8coscp, kz=ksinc9sincp, k,= kcosfl, 
where cos 8 = (xk)/rk (r = /w) and x # 0 is a given point in R 3. 
Therefore 
b 
/ 
o. eirk _ e-irk 
=- 
(2.rr)2 0 irk 
dk=-&. (3.25) 
To the potential u (l) = b/4nr on the input there corresponds the potential 
matrix on the output 
b 
4) = (2?T)3 
such that Au(x) = - b.F(x). Using the expression 
we obtain 
S,(p)=Z-i@(B-P)-‘@*o(B), 
(3.26) 
-___ -@*a(B). (3.27) 
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Using spherical coordinates, we obtain 
e irk -e -irk 
irk 
dm*a(B) 
=- (3.28) 
The average matrix with respect to two possible signs + m is 
=_-- 
b 1 
J 
m sin rk 
=-- 
4m 77 --oo 
S,(k+dk. (3.29) 
Using the residue formula we obtain 
/ 
O” (~_k&!$ & = f~-l({ _ eirB) (3.30) 
-m 
and hence 
-& - &@Spl(I - eirB)@*o(B) . 1 (3.31) 
If r --*co then eirB -+ 0 and 
(3.32) 
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In the special case S,(O) = I, 
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and 
fDB_ hD* = 0. 
The average density of sources is given by 
bsa(x) = - Ao,(x) = -A 
b Z_eirB 
& + z@-- irB @*a(B) 
= b 
Using the result 
6(x)+ -&-@A 
eirB 
+e*O(B) . 1 
irB 
- I 1 d d eirB - Z iB 
&.--=_ _r2- ___ = -e irB 
iTB r’dr dr irB T ’ 
we get 
9fa(x) = S(x) + &@( iBeirB)@*a( B) 
=6(x)+ &~[Q(eirB)Q*o(B)]. 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
The whole source of the quasiparticle is 
b/Fa(x)dx = b I + ~~z~d~~~sin~del”$(e~rB)~d~~*~(B) 
[ 1 
= b Z - @ 
[ 1 
Mei’Bdr @*a( B) 
0 1 
=b[Z-iW%*a(B)] =bS,(O). (3.36) 
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REMARKS. 
(1) In the case S,( -k) = S;(k) the matrix v,(x) is self-adjoint. 
(2) The equality (3.31) implies 
where 
Q( r ) = @eirB@*u( B). 
(3) From Equation (3.20) and the equality 
- 2L _/r(B - k) -‘eik*& = eirB 
we obtain 
Q(r)=k/_[Z-S,(k)]c”*dk. 
Let us take for example [see (1.43)J 
:)> B=(t ;), (3.41) 
where K is a non-self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space H’ and 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
(2Im K)f= (f, g’b’g’ (3.42) 
In this case K can be embedded in the colhgation 
X’ = (K, H’, @‘, E’, a’), (3.43) 
where E’ = C I and @‘f = (f, g’). Then the pair (A, B) can be embedded in 
the colligation 
400 
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H= H’@H’, E = E’@E’= C,, 
u(A)=+, _y), u(B,=.‘(; ), 
It is easy to check that 
2Im( AB*) = 2Im( B*A) = u’u 
Hence 
o(AB*)=o(R*A)=y=o’a(; :,). 
(3.44) 
(3.45) 
(3.46) 
We will take the factor u’ = a/c. Then 
(If a = mc’/R and c is the speed of light, then the physical dimensions of 
the operators are [u(A)1 = [T-l], [u(B)] = [L-l]. 
The characteristic function 
S,(p) = z - i@(B - pZ) -‘@*u(B) (3.48) 
written with respect to the basis A , y in C2 is 00 
(3.49) 
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where 
W(+l-;i((K-gl)-l&g’) (3.50) 
is the characteristic function of the colligation X’. If dim H’ = N then 
N p-p; 
w-4 = I-I - 
j=l I-1-Pj 
(Impj > 0). (3.51) 
If W( -/J) = W*(p) ( -cc < Z.L < co), then W(p) has the following form: 
“1 p-p; 
W(P) = l-I - fi_____ 
P-/q P+Pj 
j=l I”-l”j j=n,+1 I”-Pj P++y 
(3.52) 
where p j = (i/2)p,F, j = 1,2,. . . , nl, are pure imaginary and ZA j = (Y j + (i/2@,? 
((Y j > 0), j = nr + 1,. . . , n2. Hence W(0) = ( - 1)“‘. If dim H’ = N is even, 
then W(0) = 1 and S,(O) = I. The matrix Q(r) = Qe”s@*a(B) has the form 
(3.53) 
where q(r) = (u/c)(eirKg’, g’) = (eirKg, g), g = fig’, and the relation 
(2 Im K)f = (a /c)( f, g ‘)f implies 
(2ImK)f= (A gk. (3.54) 
The calculation of q(r) = (eirKg, g) goes as follows: Let h(r) = e”“g. Then 
dh 
iz+Kh=O, h(0) = g. (3.55) 
The matrix K in the finite dimensional case can be reduced to the following 
triangular form: 
Kii = /_li 
Kij=i/3Jlj (i>j), (3.56) 
Kij = 0 (i< j), 
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where pj = C_X~ +(i/2)/?$ (oj real, pj > 0). Let p =(@i fia .. . PN). It is 
easy to check that 
21m K = /3*fi. (3.57) 
Hence g = PT, and we obtain for h(r) 
dhl 
i$ + pzhz + i&fi,h, = 0, 
(3.58) 
i2 + p,,,h, + iPNPN-ihN-l + . . . + iP,fi,h, = 0 
and hj(0)=pj (j=1,2 ,..., iv). Then 
The potential UJT) in this case is 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
whose graph is plotted in Figures 1, 2, 3 for N = 2,3,4 respectively. If ail fij 
are equal and CX# = 0, the potential can be computed analytically in terms of 
Laguerre polynomials, as we show in Appendix B. The PDE on the input has 
the following form: 
b)]( ::‘,:::::;) =O, 
(3.61a) 
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The four components uj(o, x, t) (j = 1,2; (Y = 1,2) satisfy the same Klein- 
Gordon equation: 
a2u -- 
at2 
c2Au + a2u = 0. (3.62) 
spinors 
There is another way to define the square root 9 of -A: 
&=(!f ;j, s,=(; -;j, S3=(; _:j (3.63) 
are the three Pauli matrices. In this case the spatial part of collective motions 
is 
(B + iS.v)f(a, x) = ca*a(qu(~,x) (a= w> (3.64) 
and the PDE on the input is 
a 
o(B)~Zoat-u(A)~S.v+iyBI, u(a,x,t)=O, 
i 
(3.65) 
where I, is the identity matrix with respect to the index cx ((Y = 1,2). In the 
case when a(A), u(B), and y are the matrices defined by the equalities 
(3.47) we obtain the following equations for the input: 
[(i :)G--c( -d9 $j+ia(f i)]u(x,f)=O, (3.66) 
where u(x, t) is a column spinor such that ur(x, t) = (u,(l), ur(2), 
u,(l), u,(2)). Equation (3.66) is nothing but the Dirac equation, of course. 
The spatial equation (3.64) can be written in the form 
/ a a a 
i----t-B i-+- 
ax3 ax, ax2 
a a a 
lax,-ax, -i----+B ax3 
1 (3.67) 
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with the solution 
X(B2- k2) _ leW)q,*a( B) 
The structure matrix in this case is 
x dk J i -lei’“k’@*o(R)(; ;I. (3.68) 
For the operator V we will get a similar expression; the only difference will 
be an additional factor k-2 in the integrand. For the averaged potential 
i(Vi, + V,,) we obtain 
I 
B + k, + B - k, c+@~) 
dk 2(B2-k2) k” 
--~‘*a( B) 
b 1 
/ 
00 sin rk 
=__- 
4711.77 -m 
S,(k)kdk, (3.69) 
which coincides with Equation (3.29). 
APPENDIX A. SINGULARITIES OF TWO SOLITON SOLUTIONS OF 
THE KORTEWEG-DE VRIES EQUATION 
The most general two soliton solution of Equation (II) [whose derivative 
satisfies the Korteweg-de Vries equation (I)] can be written in the form 
408 
where 
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and I’ is a collective motion. We will study the case 
r = e-(iBx+iB3t) + eiBx+iB3tm 
and recall that B can always be written in the triangular form 
B2 . P,” 0 
i I 2 WPZ Pz” 
(Pa32). 
64.2) 
(A.3) 
The soliton (A.l) is called a principal so&on if the following equality holds: 
mB+Bm=ipImB, (A.41 
where p is an arbitrary operator in the appropriate space. It is possible to 
show for example that the Bargman two soliton solution is in fact a principal 
soliton with pl1 = 1, ps2 = (3fi,2 + p,“)/( p,” - &?-). In the present appendix we 
shall study the singularities of these principal solitons for which p is diagonal, 
A special solution to Equation (A.4) is 
M 
m= I( eicBp Im B)eiSBd[ 0 (A.5) 
After performing all the algebra we find that the denominator of u(x, t) is 
equal to 
(A.61 
where 
x = e-Bz~+P,Bv4 (i = 1,2); 
AJ12-P22>o 
2’ ; 
z= PF+P22 
___ (A.7) 
2 . 
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Since the exponentials f; are always positive, we conclude 
COROLLARY. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
singularity of u(x, t) in the x, t plane is that the following inequality holds: 
64.8) 
The condition is of course necessary, since otherwise the expression (A.6) 
is always positive. The condition is also sufficient, since when it holds, then 
for any fixed t and x + - co the expression (A.6) is negative, as the 
dominant term is frfa, whose coefficient is assumed to be negative. On the 
other hand, when x -+ + 00, all terms with f; tend to zero and the expression 
(A.6) is positive. Thus, there is always a point (x, t) for which (A.6) vanishes, 
and hence this is a singular point of the soliton (A.l). 
EXAMPLES. 
(1) If p = I, the unit 2 ~2 matrix, then pzzA - pllpf = - Z < 0. The 
principal soliton with p = Z is therefore singular. 
(2) The Bargman soliton has pl1 = 1, pz2 = (3/3: + Pz>/(PF -P,“), and 
therefore pz2A - pi#f = Z > 0, so that the Bargman two soliton solution is 
regular. 
Finally, it is interesting to go to the limit j3r -j p2 = p, that is, where the 
matrix B in (A.3) goes over to a sub-Jordan-matrix. Some care must be taken 
here, since both the denominator D [Equation (A.6)] and the numerator 
vanish when A + 0. (Notice also that N= -dD/dx). Taking u(x, t) = N/D 
and finding the limit A -+ 0 according to 1’Hospital’s rule, we find that 
D --* 1+ [ -pu + ~22 +~P,,P~( --x + iit>] f - p:lf2> (A.lO) 
where A is the value of f [Equation (A.7)J for pi = p. It is trivial to check 
that as a quadratic equation in f, the equation D = 0 always has a positive 
solution, and therefore, for any diagonal matrix p, a two soliton solution 
whose matrix B has the form (A.3) with /3i = ,L$ is singular. 
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APPENDIX B. CALCULATION OF q(r) IN THE CASE 
Pl=P2= . . . =pL,=ip2/2 
In this case Equation (3.59) for 9(r) is replaced by the expression 
k=l 
where the radial functions hk(r) satisfy the set of equations 
dh, P2 
dr + zhl = 0, 
2+ ;h,+B”h,=O, 
$+$h,+gl(h,+h,+ .. . + h,_,) =O, 
h(O) = b (k=1,2 )...) m). 
Equation (B.2) for arbitrary initial conditions hk(0) = fk (k = 1,2,. . . , m) can 
be written in matrix notation as 
dh 
iz+Kh=O, h(O)~f=(f,,f,,...,f,), (B.3) 
where the matrix K is defined by 
1 
0, j > i, 
Kij= p2/2, j=i, 
P2> j <i. 
From Equation (B.3), simple algebra leads to 
d(h,h) 
___ = - (21m K h,h) = - I(h,g) 12, 
dr (B.4) 
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where g=(P,P,...,P> is a channel element and 
(21m K)h = (h,g)g. 
The equality (B.4) implies 
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(B.5) 
where 
F(T) = Mrk) =P c Ud 
k=l 
is the output representation of the element f. Introducing 
we obtain 
dh, 
- + ;h, + h, + . . . + h,_, = 0, 
dt 
k=1,2 ,,.., m, 
h(O)=f=(fi,f,,...,f,). 
In this case p = 1 and 
V[fl(O= 5 h,&) 
k=l 
(B.7) 
(B.8) 
(B.9) 
(B.10) 
is an isometric mapping of the space Cm (f @,H) on a subspace H of 
functions defined by Equation (B.lO) with the scalar product 
It is evident that 
(B.11) 
(B.12) 
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where h,(c) (k = 1,2,..., m) satisfying the equations (B.9) with the initial 
conditions 
h(O)=f=(l,l,..., 1). (B.13) 
Introducing 
pk(O = eE”hk(E) (CL..4 (B.14) 
we obtain 
(B.15) 
and the equality (B.ll) implies 
(B.16) 
where 
cp,(~) = 2 Pk(6) (B.17) 
k=l 
and (f, f) = Xr=11Pk12. If C, = Slk, then (~~(4) are the Laguerre polynomials 
p~+~(~)=LI(~)=~e’~(SC-~) (k=O,l,...,m-1). (B.18) 
If C, = 1 (k = 1,2,. . . , m), we obtain 
m-l 
q(r) = p-1,-&2 c &( rp2) = p-‘e-rBz/2L~)_)-l( rp2), (B.19) 
k=O 
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where [12] 
EXAMPLE. The two simplest examples of the potential expression 
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(B.20) 
(B.21) 
are: 
(1) dim(K) = 1. In this case we have only one equation (B.2): 
4 P2 
z+Th,=O, 
h,(O) = P> 
and q(r) =/3h,(r). Let us introduce p =p2/2, fi =fi. Then h,(r) 
= @e-“p and 9(r) = 2pe-‘P. Hence 
(2) dim(K) = 2. In this case we have two equations (B.2): 
dhl 
dr+ph,=o, 
$+ph,+2ph,=O, 
h,(O) = h,(O) = ,/i$. 
Solving these equations, we obtain 
(B.22) 
9(r)=fi[h,(r)+h,(r)] =4pe-rP(1-rp) 
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and 
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v(r) = -$l- 4rpeo). (B.23) 
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